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Computer programming and analysis efforts during this three
phase contract were carried out in support of the Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE) at NASA/Langley. The Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment is described as well as data acquisition,
analysis and modelling support for the testing of ERBE
instruments. Atso included are descriptions of the programs
developed to analyze, format and display data collected during
testing of the various ERBE instruments. Listings of the major
programs developed under this contract are located in an
appendix.
SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
Computer programming and analysis efforts "during this three
phase contract were carried out in support of the Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE) at NASA/Langley. The Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment will be described in Section 2 of this
report. Data acquisition, analysis and modelling support for the
testing of ERBE instruments will be described in Section 3 of
this report. In Section 4 will be found descriptions of the
programs developed to analyze, format and display data collected
during testing of the various ERBE instruments. Listings of
major programs developed under thii contract will be found in an
appendix to' this report.
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SECTIbN 2 - ERBE,
The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment is designed to measure
the energy reflected by and emitted by the whole Earth. Three
separate satellites will be placed in orbit carrying, sets of
instruments to measure the Earth's r ad.i.a t.Lve "budget". The data
collected during the lifetime of these satellites will facilitate
a better understanding of our weather and climate on both a
global and local scale.
At the time of this report, two of the three satellites
cairying ERBE instruments were already in orbit. The first of
these was ERBS (Earth Rad i.a t i.on Budget Satellite) launched from
the Space Shuttle in October 1984. The second set of instruments
was launched from Vandenburg Air Force Base in California aboard
a TIROS 'near-polar orbital satellite in December, 1984. The
third and final set of instruments wil'l be on another
TIROS/Vandenburg launch in late 1985. It 'is hoped' that the three
separate' orbits achieved will give maximum coverage of the
Earth's radiation budget in all areas of the globe.
The ERBE instrument sets each include a Scanner instrument
and a Non-Scanner instrument. The Scanner instrument has three
detectors which are used to measure radiation in the long wave,
short wave and total regions of the spectrum. The Non-Scanner
instrument contains radiometers for medium field of view and wide
field of view, each making, measurements in the long wave and
total regions of the spectruin. The Non-Scanner also has an
instrument called a Solar Monitor for measuring the Sun's
'2-1
intensity.
Calibration of highly sophisticated instruments like the
ERBE Scanner and Non-Scanner is an important and demanding part
of a successful scientific investigation. The ERBE instruments
were designed to be self calibrating in orbit in order to take
into account any gradual changes with time of the various
instrument response functions. The Non-Scanner can be rotated to
view space as a nearly zero source of .radiation, and then rotated
to face the Sun as a known very high level source. of radiation.
The Scanner views space briefly during every four second scan to
provide a zero reference! The Scanner also has the capability to
view the sun through its Mirror Attenuatoi Mosaic (MAM). The MAM
reduces the intensity of the incoming radiation to a safe level
which will not. damage the Scanner detectors. Each instrument
also has a blackbody iadiation source for internal calibration.
Taken together, these calibration sources provi~e a comprehensive
means to assure the quality of all ERBE data telemetered to
Earth.
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SECTION 3 - DATA ACQUISITION, ANALYSIS AND MODELLING
The design, fabrication and testing of the ERBE engineering-
preflight- and flight-models required considerable use of
computers. Radiometric and thermal modelling, data acquisition,
recording and analysis are major areas of computer usage'in the
ERBE project.
Radiometric and Thermal Modelling
Radiometric and thermal modelling of the ERBE radiometers
involved a number of programming efforts on different computers
located within NASA/Langley and at the various instrument and
satellite contractors' facilities. Support under this contract
was given to several of these modelling efforts. Radiometric and
thermal modelling software developed by Dr. Robert Mahan of
VPI&SU was converted to a form. usable on the NASA/Langley CDC
computer system. Thermal modeling efforts at TRW were augmented
by the utilization of the Vector-Instruction-Set of·the HP-IOOO
computer system. Computer calculations which had taken as long
as sixteen hours to perform were reduced to less than one minute
without a loss of accuracy.
Data Acquisition and Recording
Data acqu~sition and recording software and facilities were
provided by the instrument and satellite manufacturing
. contractors. During instrument testing,' satellite integration
and pre-l~unch satellite testing, support was given' in monitoring
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the acquisition and recording of data. Set-up and check-out of
the HP-IOOO computer at the Western Test Range (Vandenburg Air
Force Base, California) was done in preparation for pre-launch
testing of the TIROS/ERBE satellite. Support was given to the
thermal-vac testing of ERBS (Earth Radiation Budget Satellite) at
Ball Aerospace in Boulder, Colorado. SEPET (Spacecraft
Electrical Performance and Evaluation Test) testing of the ERBE
instruments at RCA's facilities in New Jersey was also
extensively supported. Pre-launch testing of ERBS at Kennedy
Space.Center in Florida was carried out using the HP-IOOO
computer to acquire data from the. Ball computer system on a real-
time basis. Off-line data. reduction was carried out to determine
the status and performance of the ERBS instruments.
Data Reduction and Analysis .
During the extensive testing of the three sets'of ERBE
instruments, several hundred magnetic tapes were filled with test
data. Proper evaluation of these tests required the use of
considerable software and computing facilities. TRW, the
instrument fabricator, supplied a significant number of programs
which were designed specifically to evaluate ERBE instrument test
data. Under this contract, many additional programs were
developed to' augment the capabilities of the TRW software. These
additional programs are described in the next section. Listings
of some of th~seprograms are included in' the appendix. The vast
majority of these programs were developed on an HP-IOOO computer
which was identical to the one used by TRW as .the BCU (Bench
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Check-Out) computer during testing.·
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SECTION 4 - SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
In the early stages of testing of the ERBE instruments at
TRW, all the test data collected was reduced and analyzed on the
same HP-IOOO (Bell) computers used to run the tests and record
test data. Al though a fairly La r qe set of computer programs was
written by TRW to analyze the data on the HP-IOOO computers,
demand for time on the computers exceeded time available. Many
of the tests performed on the ERBE instruments were run 24 hours
a day for many days. It was felt that the data could be analyzed
on NASA's large CDC NOS computers if the data tapes could be
reformatted into a CDC compatible form. An HP-IOOO program
called MAGANwas developed under this contract to perform the
reformatting and other utility functions. Originally, MAGANwas
used by TRW to generate CDC compatible tapes which were then
shipp~d to NASA for analysis'. Later modifications tp MAGANadded
options to extract calibration data, to generate and update
history tapes and to calculate. time/cycle data. MAGANcould also
be used to generate a comprehensive summary of the data on these
tapes. On NASA's CDC - NOS computers a program called ERBDAT was
designed to tabulate test data for both scanner and non-scanner
instruments from these MAGANreformatted data tapes.
Even though ERBDAT helped in the tabulation of ERBE test
data, it soon became apparent that the use of an additional HP-
1000 computer complete with the plotting and analysis software
developed by TRW was needed. NASA/Langley acquired the use of an
HP-lOOO and work was begun on a system generation which would be
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compatible with the systems on the three HP-IOOO BCU computers at
TRW. TRW's programs such as MTAPE, GNPLT, PLTMS, ERBDR, NSPLT
were installed on the new HP-IOOO. Constant access to an HP-IOOO
made it possible to write additional programs which could augment
those provided by TRW. CATLG was written to catalog the data
records and SUMRYwas written to supply time-~istings of major
frames, command echoes and status words. MAP was written to
tabulate the timing of the ERBE data samples. INST was written
to tabulate instrument data f~les extracted by the MTAPE
program. Numerous improvements were made to the overall set of
ERBE data reduction and analysis programs.
As the sets of ERBE instruments were readied for shipment to
the satellite manufacturing facilities at RCA (ERBE/TIROS) and
Ball Aerospace (ERBS), a new urgent need for software
developed. During satellite integration many new test data tapes
were.produced. These data tapes were in totally different
formats from the data tapes generated at TRW. In order to
utilize the considerable software developed under this contract
and by TRW, additional programs had to be developed to convert
the data in these new formats back into a format usable by the
existing software.
TIP was the first of these conversion programs written to
convert TIP (Tiros Information Processor) data to TRW ERBE
format. The TIP data was blocked in records of 1024 words. Of
these 1024 words, only a small number of words were extracted to
generate 10 minor frames of data. When 320 consecutive minor
frames were assembled, a major frame was generated and written to
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tape. Differences in the analog-to-digital converters in the
TIROS satellite required changes in the data being written to the
TRW formatted tapes.
PCM was a program designed to convert ERBS data tapes
created at Ball Aerospace into TRW-PCM form (Pulse. Code
Modulated). A programcalle"d ALL was also written to generate.
TRW-PCM data tapes from ERBS All-Experiment formatted tapes.
Under some testing conditions at the satellite manufacturing
facilities and at launch facilities, it was not always possible
to have an HP-IOOO computer handy. Utility programs were
developed under this contract to run on portable Radio Shack TRS-
80 Model 100 computers. These programs were useful in decoding
command echoes, status words and in calculating position data.
Program options also included capabilities to construct command




PROGRAMLISTINGS AND USER NOTES:
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MAGANis used to analyze ERBE test data tapes using the HP-
1000 BCll computer. To use MAGAN, simply mount a tape to be
analyzed on either tape drive (LU 8 or 9) and then type MAGANon
the consolo MAGANresponds with a menu of options. Choose the
desired option and proceed to answer any questions the program
may ask.
OPTIONS
1. Tape to Disk, Reformat to New Tape
Option one was designed to overcome the problem of
reformatting a tape with only one tape drive. The tape is
first copied to disk and then reformatted as it is written
to the new tape. Reformatting in this case is to CDC-NOS
format from TRW format. Tapes generated with this option
can only be processed on CDC computers.
2. Tape to Tape \lith Reformatting
This option is the same as option one except it takes
advantage of a system with two tape drives.
3. Reformat and Write Disk to Tape
After data has been copied to disk using some other
option (such as option I), this option will copy the data
file from disk to a new tape. Multiple copies of the same
A-2
file can be created this way. The data is formatted on the
tape in CDC format.
4. Catalog of Events
Mount a test data tape and this option will produce a
listing of all the TRW test commands and comments recorded
on the tape. Such a listing can prove to be very useful in
locating the beginning of a calibration or test procedure.
5. Calculate Time/Cycle Data
This option is used to calculate "on time" and the
number of cycles (on-off transitions) of the various
"digital B" parameters. Digital B data is bilevel data
which indicates which pulse load bus is in use, when the
azimuth an~ elevation motors are on, etc.
6. Comprehensive Summary
This option generates a full report of the various
types of commands, comments and error messages logged to a
test data tape.
7. Change List Device
This enables a choice between printer or CRT (screen)
for output of the program.
8. Rewind Tape
Program will rewind data tape.
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9. Position Mag Tape Forward One Record
A useful option to position the tape beyond a trouble
spot, such as an unexpected end-of-file.
10. Copy Disk to Tape With No Reformatting
This is used to make exact duplicates of test data
tapes. Tapes generated with this option are usable only on
the HP-IOOO computer.
11. Enter Available Disk Cartridge Numbers
During tape copying to disk, considerable disk space is
required. This option allows the user to select how much
room on the disk he is willing to use to copy the tape.
12. Change Mag Tape Logical Unit
In a multiple tape unit system, this option allows
either tape unit to be designated for use.
13. Update an Operating History Tape
After appropriate data has been selected for addition
to the Operating History Tape, this option will append the
records to the history tape.
14. List Contents of Operating History Tape
Lists the contents of the history tape to the printer.
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15. Extract Cal Data and Update Cal History Tape
Extracts calibration data and updates Cal History Tape .
. 16. List Contents of Calibration History Tape
Provides hardcopy of Cal History Tape.
17. Exit MAGAN
A-5
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<83 0323. 1611 >
Tape to Disk, Reformat to New Tape
Tape to Tape, Reformat
Reformat and Write Disk to Tape
Catalog of Events
Calculate Time/Cycle Info
Provide Comprehensive Summmary of Tape
Change List Device
Rewind Nag Tape
Position Mag Tape Forward by 1 Record.
Copy Disk to Tape as is (Na Refor~atting)
Enter Available Disk Cartridge Numbers
Change Mag Tape Logical Unit #
Update an Operating History Tape
List the Contents of an Operating History Tape
Extract Cal Data from TRW Data. T~pe and Update Cal History Tape





CONMONIBUFI IDCB(144', 18UF(3938), IERR, LEN, IREC, HR,
lCAR, NA~1(3), ISI2(2), LUL. IFIR. IlAS, JT'tPE,
ID~ INST, MTFL. IVDF, ITEST<6,2), ICONDC3,2',
NOSERC2,2), NOYRC2', NODAYC2', IREELC2', ~OHR(2),
NOMIHC2', NOSEC(2), MOSEC(2), NCAR, IFCAR 1 LCAR,
ISTAF(2), MTLU~ LUNUM(2)
PROGRAM MAGAN().<830323.1611>.
MAGAN IS USED TO ANALYZE MAG TAPES PRODUCED WHEN TESTING
TIROS INSTRUMENT TAPES ON THE TRW 8CU. MAGANPROVIDES








































































































COMMON ';DIGB'; ISCOD(3/12), INCOD<3.12), ISDES<20,12),
+ INDES(20/12).Otn<12.2) ..
+ IDIG(2). lCC8(144), ICHAM(3). JSIZ(2).
+ I DAye12.2), JDAY





FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS*~ NO ERRORS** . PROGRAM:
A-7
130 COMMON: (NONE)


























































SUBROUTINER6TIM(IBUF,ITIME,IRTN),READ THE ASCII TIME & CONVERT
INTEGER IBUF(r), ITIME(1)
INTEGER DAYMON(12), NAMMON(2,12)
DATADA'/MONI 31, 28, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31/
DATANA~IMON / ' JAN', . FEB', . MAR', , APR', • MAY', . JUN',
+ • JUL', • AUG', , SEP', , OCT', , NOV', , DEC' /
IRTN = 0
IHR = 10*(IAND(177400B,IBUF(52»/256 - 608) +
+ IAND(3778,I8UF(52» - 608
IF (CIBUFCSS) .EO. 2HPtO .AND. <IHR .HE. 12» THEN
IHR = IHR+ 12
ELSE IF (CIBUFC58) .EQ. 2HAt'D .AND. (IHR .EQ, 12» THEN
IHR = 0
EHDIF




MIHUT = 10*<IANDC377B,IBUF(53» - 60B) +
+ IAND<1774008,IBUF(54»/256 - 608




ISEC = 10*<IANDC1774008,I8UF<S5»/256 - 60B) +
+ IAND<377B,IBUF<SS) - 60B




IDAYNM= 10*<IAHD(377B,IBUF(62» - 608> +
+ IAND<1774008 JIBUF(63»/256 - 608




IYEAR = 1900 + 10*(IAND(1774008,I8UF(64»/256 - 60B) +
+ IAND(3778,I8UF(64» - 608
DO 100 I = 1,12
. A-8
F'AGE 4 R6TH1 OPTS: LVI 4: i 9 Pt'i ucr .-....., JAN. , i985tvI:.l> • , .~~
129 IF «IBUF(60) .EO. NAMNOf-l(L I ») . Af-lC~.




134' 120 NONTH= I




139 IDAY = 0
140 DO 150 I = " MONTH-l
141 IDA'll :: DA't~10N( I ) + IDA'll
142 150 CONTINUE
143 IF ( ( MOD(I 'lEAR, 4 ) .EQ. 0) .AND. ( NONTH.GT. 2) ) THEH
144 IDA'll :: IDA'll + 1
145 ENDIF
146 IDA'r' :: IDA'll + IDA'r'NM
14? J55 ITH1E( 1) :: 0
14:3 ITIME(2) :: ISEC
149 ITIME(3) = MINUT
150 ITINE': 4) = IHR
J51 ITINE(5) = IDA't
152 ITIME(6) = IYEAR
153 1000 RETURN
154 END
FTH4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-9
380 COMMON:<NOt'~E)
r'N. utJJ::): LYI 4: 19 Pl'l WED., 23 JAH., 1985
MUSTBORROW- PERHAPSMORETHANONCE.
ERROR- CAN'T SUBTRACTGREATERTIME FROMLESSER TIME
DATA IMAX/100, 60, 60, 24, 365, 0/
********************************************************
**.*****************************************************
DO 100 I = 1,6
DMTIM<I) = CURTMCI)
CONTINUE
DO 500 I = 1,6
HUTIMCI) = DNTIN(1) - 58TIM(I)
IF CHUTH1CI) •GE. 0) GO TO 500
SUBROUTINESUBTMCCURTN,SBTIM,NUTIM,IRTN),REVNe 11-19-81 BY DHL
INTEGER CURTM(6), SBTIM(6), NUTIM(6), INAX(6)
INTEGER DMTIM(6)
600 IRTN = -1
RETURN
END
NUTIM<I) = NUTIMCI) + IMAX(I)
DO 300 J =.1+1,6
IF (J .EQ. 6) GOTO 600
DMTIMCJ) = DMTIMCJ) - 1
IF CDHTHI( J) .GE. 0) GO TO 500
DMTIM(J) = DMTIM(J) + IMAX(J)
300 CONTINUE
SOO.CONTINUE
DO 550 N = 1,6












































'TH4X COMPILER: HP9~834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRA~l : 143 COMt10t~ l CNONE)
. A-10




















EHOUR= ITIME(4) ~ ITIME(S)*24. + ITIME(3)~60. + ITIME(2)/J600.
RETURN
END
FTH4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NOWARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAN:
A-II
65 COt1t10t~: (NONE)
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INTEGER FRTIM1( 1), TOTIN2( 1)





FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** ~O ERRORS ** P~OGRAN:
A-12
31 COMHON:(NONE)



























































COMMON18UF/ IDC8C144), IBUFC3938), IERR, LEN, IREC, HR,
+ ICAR, NAM(3), ISIZ(2), LUL, IFIR, Il~S, JT','PE,
+ 10, INST, MTFL, IVDF, ,ITEST<6,2), ICOND<3,2),
+ NOSERC2,2), NOYR(2), NODAY(2), IREEL(2), NOHR(2),
+ NOMIN(2), NOSEC(2), MOSEC(2), NCAR, IFCAR, LCAR,
+ ISTAF(2), MTLU, LUNUM(2)
DIMENSION IDC(144), KFORM(4)
+,KBUF(2400),IFORC7),IFIVC4),NFORMC4),MFORMC2)
DATA IFOR I '(I3,I3,E14.8) , I
DATA IFIV I '(3E12.6)' I
DATANFORMI '(48006 )~ I
DATAKFORMI '(80006 )' I













IF (ClANS .NE. 2HYE) .AND. (lANS .NE. 2HNO» GOTD35
IF (IANS .EQ. 2HYE) THEN
40 WRITE<LUT,9125)
READ(LUT,*) IDUM
IF «IDUM .LT. 1) .OR. <IDUM .CT. 63» GOTO40





***** WHENMTALTIS NOT 0, THEN THIS IS TAPE TO TAPE COPY.
***** THIS INDICATES THAT THE DO 10 LOOP BELOWWILL ONLY
A-13
PAGE "'3 COPI OPTS: L'tI 4: 1'3 PM WED" 23 JAt~, r : 1985
IF <I BUF .EQ. 1) THEN
IF <IVDF ,EO, 0) GOTO'65
***** INSTRUMENTDATA.
***** RECORDTYPE 0 INDICATES END OF INFORMATION.
THE.LAST 3 STATEMENTSWEREADDEDTO FILL ANYEVEN MULTIPLE
OF 10 LOCATIONSIN KBUF, EVERY 10 LOCATIONSIN HP YIELDS
2 WORDSON CDC MACHINES. OK?
HEED TO 'BE EXECUTEDONCE. THEREFORELC = IFC = IFCAR.
WHENMTALT= 0, THEN THIS IS COpy FROMDISK TO TAPE.
SINCE THE DISK FILE MAYOCCUpy MORETHANOHE CARTRIDGE~









LINE-= LINE + 1









***** THE VALID DATAFLAG IS SET TO ZERO FOR ALL INCOMPLETE
***** MAJORFRAMESBY SUBROUTINEREADS.
CALL OPENF<IDCB,IERR,MTALT)





50 DO 1000 JCAR = IFC,LC
IF eMTALT .EQ. 0) CALL OPENCIDCB,IERR,NAM,O,O,JCAR)
IF (IERR .LT. 0) GOTO 25
65 CALL READS
IF (LEN .LE. 0) GOTO550




IF <I BUF ,EO. 0) GOTO4000


















































































































IF (IERR ",EO. ~12)CALL NTAPE(lDC,IERR~KBUF,70,8)
"IF (IERR .LT. 0) GOTO 25
IF (18UFC2) .EO. 0) GOTO 300
***** GOTO300 TO PROCESS NON SCANNER
ILEN = LEN - 479
IF (LEN .NE. 3938) COTO 65
00"200 N = 99,lLEN.480
N :: N + 479
CALL ENCC2880.KBUF~IBUF~N~M,NFORMJ4)
CALL WRITF(IDC,IERR~KBUF,1440)
IF (IERR .EO. -12) CALL NTAPE(lDC,IERR,KBUF~1440J8)




ILEN = LEN - 799
IF (LEN .NE. 1642) GOTO65
DO 400 H = 43,ILEH,800
M = N + 799
CALL ENCC4800,KBUF,IBUF,N,M,KFORM,4)
CALL WRITFCIDC,IERR,KBUF,2400) "
IF CIERR .EO, -12) CALL NTAPEC1DC,IERR,KBUF,2400,8)
'IF CIERR" .LT. 0) GOTO25
40i) CONTINUE"
GOTO 65
ELSE IF CIBUF .EQ. 2) THEN
*~*** PROCESS AMONDATAHERE.
NC = I8UF(8)
***** GET # OF CHANNELSIN THIS RECORDOF AMONDATA
ENCODE(30.9180~KBUF) CIBUFCI>,I = 1,8)
DO 500 J = r , Ne
L = '3 + (J-1 )*4




K = HC*10 + 16
L = L + 4·
M = L' + 18
CALL ENC(36,KBUF(K)/IBUF,L,M~IFIV,4)
CALL WRITFCIDC,IERR,KBUF,K+17)
IF CIERR .EQ. -12) CALL NTAPEC.IDC,IERR.KBUF,K+17,8)
IF CIERR ,LT. 0) GOTO.25
GOTO 65
A-IS
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Rr.JNDF<I OCB)











IBUFet') = IcdDE '
CALL WRITFeIDC,IERR,IBUF,LEH)
IF CIERR .EQ., -12) CALL NTAPECIDC,IERR,IBUF,LEN,S)








































425 + T,47, "DATEII,T57 , "TIMEII, T65, "FR #" I T72, IIREC I", T80, "#11,
426 + T85, "VAC··I T90 , 1I0K" I T95, "T.'l'PE", Tl 01 , II10", Tl 07, "DIST",
427 + Tt16 ,"AZ POSII,Tt26,"EL POS",2l)
428 9110 FORNATCI, "FNGR ERROR" 11, .14 , " ON MAGTAPE OPERATION") ,
429 9120 FORMATC/,"Do you want to Copy from the Source Tape Uni~ to ",I,
430 + "the Destination Tape Unit? (YES or NO): _")
431 '9t22 FORMATCtA2)
432 9125 FORMATC/,"Enter the Logical Unit # of the Source Tape Unit: ")
/433 9130 FORMATC/"FMGRERROR # ",14," ON DESTINATION TAPE UNIT")




=TN4X COMPILER: HP92834, REV.2t30 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM: 1152 COMMON:e NONE)
A-16













IF <IANS .EQ. 2HGO) GOTO 200
lJRI TECLUT,9140 )
READCLUT,9150) IANS
IF ClANS .EQ. 2HYE) THEN
CALL EXEC(6)
ELSE












9100 FORMATC/,~End-of-Tape on Mag Tape
+ "Mount Continuation Tape!")
9120 FORMATC/,"Enter GO when ready: _H)









































FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REY.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS ** PROGRAM: 193 COMt10N: (NONE)
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IDC8C144), 18UF<3938), IERR, LEN, IREC, HR,
ICAR, NAM(3), ISI2(2), LUL, IFIR, IlAS, JT'(PE,
ID~ INST, MTFL, IVDF, ITESTC6,2), ICONDC3,2),
NOSER< 2, 2), NOVR< 2 ), NODAV( 2 ), I REEL( 2 ), NOHR( 2),












DO 1000 IC = IFCAR,LCAR
CALL PURGECIDCB,IERR,NAM,O,IC)
CALL CREATCIDCB,IERR,NAM,ISIZ,ITYP,O,IC)


































































































































125 IF <JERR .NE. -33) CALL READFC1DC,IERR,IBUF,3938,ILEN)
IF (IERR .EQ. -5) GOTO125
LEN = ILEN
IF «ILEN .LL 0) .OR. (IERR .t.r . 0» GOTO 1200
CALL WRITF(IDCB,JERR,IBUF,ILEN)
IF (JERR .EO. -33) GOTO200




IF <ILEN .LT. 0) GOTO 1200
ITLEN = ITLEN + ILEN
IF (ILEN .GT. 200) IBLEN = IBLEN + ILEN
IREC = IREC + 1
LEN = ILEN
IF (IBUF .EO. 1) THEN
HR = TIME(IBUFf.3»
CALL HEADR(IP,O)
LINE = LINE + 1
GOT0175
ENDIF
IF (IP(IBUF) .EO. 1) THEH
WRITE(LUL,9140) (IBUF(K),K = 2,lEN)
·LH~E = lINE + 1
ENDIF











1200 IBUFel) = 0
ILEN = t
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,IBUF,ILEN)
IF (IERR .LT. 0) WRITE(LUT,9160) IERR
CALL CLOSE(IDCB)
1300 WRITE(LUT,9170) IREC, ITlEN, IBLEN





C . ***** FORMATSTATEMENTS
C




+ T47,"DATE",T57,IITIME",T65,"FR #",T72,"REC #II,T80,"#",
A-19
NSTOR OPTS: LVI 4 : 19 PM WED., 23 JAN., 1985
586 + T85~"VAC"IT90,"OK",T95,"TYPE";TlOl,·"ID",Tl07,"DIST",
587 + Tl16,"AZ POS",T126,."El POS",2/)
588 9110 FORMAT(/,"FMGR .ERROR ~ "~14)
589 9120 FORMATC/, "FMGR ERROR # ~,I4," ATTEMPTING TO OPEN OR CREATE»
590 + "MTDFIl")
591 9130 FORMATC/,"FMGR ERROR # ",14," IN WRITING TO DlU ",12)
592 9140 FORMATC1X,60A2)
593 9150 FORMATC/,"NOT ENOUGH ROOMON DISK FOR All DATA FROM TAPE!")
594 9160 FORMATC/,"FMGR ERROR # ",14," ON DISK FILE")
595 9170 FORMATC/,lX,"NUMBER OF RECORDS: "/15,1,
596 + lX,"TOTAl NUMBEROF WORDS: ",110,/,
597 + 1X,"TOTAL NUMBEROF BINARY WORDS: ",110)
598 END
=TN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAN:
A-20
705 CONNON:(NONE)




ISCOD(3,12), INCOD(3/12), ISDES(20 / 12 ) ,
INDES(20,12),ONT(12,2),












DATA ICHAMI 'C'(CTII:1' 1
DATA JSIZ 1100 /01
DATA ISCOD 1 'SDBl SDB2 SDB3 8084 SD8~1
+ 'SDB6 SDB9 SDB10 SOB? SOB8 , I
DATA HKOD I 'NDBl NDB2 NDB3 NDB4 NDBS
+ 'HDB6 NDB9 NDB10 NDB? ND88 , /
DATA ISDES 1240*2H I
DATA INDES 1240*2H I
DATA ISDES 1 ' I t~STRUMENT POl,JER
+ 'PULSE LOADBUS A
+ 'PULSE LOADBUS B
+ 'HEAD STANDBYHEATERP01...1ER







+ 'DIGITAL B SPARE
DATA ruoas I 'INSTRUMENTPOWER
+ 'PULSE LOADBUS A



























































=TH4XCOMPILER{ HP92834 REY,2t30 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS·** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:(NONE) COMMON:(NONE)
3LOCK COMMONDIGS SIZE: 776
A-21







































































IDCB(144), IBUF(3938), IERR, LEN, IREC, HR,
ICAR, NAMC3), I S I ZC2), LUL, I FIR, ILAS, JT'(PE,
10, INST, IHFL, I'VDF, ITESTC6,2), ICONDC3,2),
NOSER(2,2), NOYR(2), NODAY(2), IREEL(2), NOHR(2),
NOMIN(2), NOSEC(2), MOSEC(2), NCAR, IFCAR, LCAR,
ISTAF(2), MTLU, LUNUM(2)
FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 <810(16)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS.* PROGRAM: (f·WNE) COtmON: (NONE)
BLOCKCONNON8UF SIZE: 4145
A-22
PAGE i 8 FHL OPTS: 4: 19 PN WED., 23 JAN., j 985 .
SUBROUTINEREADS
IF (JTYPE ,NE. 1) GOTO5000







IDCB(144), IBUF(3938), tERR, LEN, IREC, HR,
ICAR, NAM(3), ISIZ(2), LUL, IFIR, IlAS, JTYPE,
ID, INST, MTFL, IVDF, ITEST<6,2), ICOND(3,2),
HOSER(2,2), NOYR(2), NODAY(2), IREEL(2), NOHR(2),




IF (IERR .LT. 0) GOTO5000
JT'lPE = I BUF




***** IF DATA VALID FLAG IS NOT " RETURN,
IVDF = IBUF<IND(2,7»
IF <IVDF .HE. 1) GOTO5000
HIST = IBUF( 2)
IF « ( I NST . EO. 0) . AND. (LEN .NE. 1642» . OR.










II = ID + 1
IF <ISTAF( I I) . GT.· -1) GOTO 5000
ISTAF(II) = INST
ITEST(l,II) = IBUF(IND(5,2»





















































































HODAYCI I) = ISUFC HIDC 5,1 »
NOHRCI I) = I BUF< I NOC4, 1 »
NOMINCII) = I8UFCINDC3,1»
NOSECCI I) = IBUFC INDC2,1 »




















































783 9100 FORI'1AT(/,"Station ",tA2," Header Information: II)
784 9120 FORMATC2/,"Code Description Value",2/,
785 + II 1 Test Procedure Harne ",6A2,I,
786 + " 2 Test Conductor ",3A2,I,
787 + " 3 Instrument S.N. ",2A2,1,
788 + " 4 Mag Tape Reel # ",13,2/,
789 + "Enter the code to modify CO for no change);
790 9140 fORt1AT( I, "Enter Test Procedure Name C12 chars max): II )
79t 9160 FORMATC!,"Enter Test Conductor (6 chars max): _")
792 9180 FORMAT(6A2)
793 9200 FORMAT(3A2)
794 9220 FORMATC/,"Enter Instrument Serial Number <4 chars max):
9240 FORMATC2A2)
A-24
. PAGE 20 READS OPTS: Ly'l 4: i 9 PPt l,,iEO.I .23 JANI I i985
796 9260 FORt·tAT<,; I IIEnter !'fag Tape Reel Number: II )
797 END
. FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 RE~.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS ** PROGRAM:
A-25
769 COMMON: <NONE)



















FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2f30 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-26
62 COMI'10H:(NOHE)





















COMt-10N/SUFt" IDCS( 144)J .teUF·:3938 ),. IERR, LEN, IREC, HR,
+ ICAR, NAN(3), ISIZ(2), LUL. IFIR. ILAS, JT'tPE,
+ 10, INST,MTFL, IVDF, ITEST<6,2), ICOND<3,2>J
+ NOSER<2,2), NOYR(2), NODAY(2), IREEL(2), NOHR(2),
+ NONIN(2), NOSEC(2), MOSEC(2), NCAR, IFCAR, LCAR,
+ ISTAF(2), MTLU, LUNUM(2)
***** PROCESSING OF DIGITAL A DATA CMAJORFRAME HEADER INFO)
825 DIMENSION KBUF(128), KTIME(6), ITBUF(13)








DO 50 K = 1,5









































856 IF (lOINS .EQ. 0) THEN
857 ITINS = 2HNS
858 ELSE
859 ITINS = 2HSC
860 ENDIF
861 IDSTA = 10
862 IDD = 10 + 1
A-27
THEN



















DO 75 LLL = 1,S
ITESTCLLL+l,IDD) = IBUFCINOCLLL,3»
CONTINUE




IEL( 1) = IBUFCINO<4, 7»
IEL(2) = IBUFCINDCS,7»
CALL CNVTMCKTIME/ITBUF)





.IF CIK .HE. 0) ENCODECt33,1,KBUF) (ITEST<J,IDD),J = 1,6),
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FTN4X'COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (8f0716) .
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-29
502 COMMON:(NONE)





IF <I BUFC 2) • EQ. (I) ItH = 5































.....SUFI IOCSC 144), lSUF·: 3938), IERR, LEN, IREG. HR,
rcsa. NAM(3), 18IZ(2), LUL, IFIR, ILA8, JT'(PE,
10, INST, MTFL, I'.JDF, ITESTC6,2), ICOND(3,2),
NOSER(2,2), NOYR(2), NODAY(?), IREEL(2), NOHR(2),
NOMItH2', NOSEC(2), MOSECC2', NCAR, IFCAR, LCAR,
ISTAF(2), MTLU, LUNUM(2)
FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO ·WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-30
26 CONNON: (tWt~E)

















FTH4X COMPILER: HP92834· REV.2130 (810716)




SUMRY is a small but useful utility which provides a rapid
means of listing the major frame headers contained on a test data
tape. It lists the time of each major frame as well as the
command echo and instrument status. SUMRY will work with either
TRW tapes in "ERBE" format (for the TIROS instruments) or with
tapes in the "PCM" format (for ERBS instruments).
To use this program, mount the desired tape and type SUMRY
on the consolo Answer the prompts as required.
A-32
rru. OPTS: LYI 4:43 PM WED., 23 JAN., 1985
SUMRYIS A PROGRAMUSED TO SUMMARIZE R8E DATATAPES.
IT READS"TRWFORMAT~ TAPES CEITHERTIROS "ERBE" FORMOR ERaS
"peM" FORM) ANDGENERATESLISTINGS OF MAJORFRAMEHEADERDATA.
ANOTHER
! OPEN THE TAPE FILE
! IF "ERBEn RECORD,CALL HEADR
! IF "PCM" RECORD,CALL PCM
OTHERWISECHECKTHE NEXT RECORD
IF IT WASPCMGO BACKTO TOP FOR
COMMONIBUFI INST,IANA
DIMENSIONLINE(65),IDESC(30),ITAPEC10)
LUT=LOGLUCIDUM) I GET LU OF "TERMINALBEING USED
WRITECLUT,10)
FORMAT(" ENTERTAPE NUMBER(TRW# E.G.: EI147H)")
READeLUT,11)ITAPE ! GET TAPE HUMBERFOR PRINTOUT
FORNAT<1OA2)
l~R I TEeLUT, 12)
FORMAT(" EHTERTEST DESCRIPTION (UP TO 60 CHARACTERS)")
READCLUT,13)IDESC ! GET TEST DESCRIPTION FOR PRINTOUT
FORMAT(30A2)







































































































































































































































IOIST< 1 )=IBUF( IHO<2, 3»
IDIST(2)=IBUF(INO(2,4»
IAZ( 1 )=IBUF< IND<6,4»
IAZ(2)=IBUF<IND(6,S»


















FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (8t0716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS ** PROGRAM: 8358
A-35
COr1NON:(NOHE)






























THIS SUBROUTINEPROCESSES HEADR INFORMATIONFOR "PCM" RECORDS
DIMENSION IBUF('700),JBUFC 7),L8UF(1700)














FORMATe" ERROR # ",15)
RETURN




FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REY.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM: 3575
A-36
CONNON:(NONE:>






FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM: (NONE) CONMON: (NONE)
BLOCKCOM/'10NBUF SIZE:
A-37








FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834· REV.2130 (810716)




TIP is a program used to convert TIP tapes (TIROS
Information Processor) to TRW "ERBE" format tapes. Major frames
of data.are extracted from the TIP data stream for both the
scanner and non-scanner instruments. The data is not merged,· but
output as separate major frames of non-scanner and scanner data
with the convention that the scanner will always be designated
"station A" and the non-scanner "station B". The tapes created
by this TIP program can be processed using programs developed
under this contract (such as MAGAN, SUMRY etc.) or processed by
TRW software on the HP-lOOO computer.
To run TIP, mount a TIP tape (generated at RCA during TIROS
integration and testing) and then type TIP. Answer the computer
generated questions appropriately.
A-39
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FIL










EQU1VALENCECI HEAD<1 », ISCAHC3 ) ), <NHEAD<1 ), NSCANC3 ) )
MAJORFRAMESOF DATAARE EXTRACTEDFROMTHE TIP DATAFOR BOTH.
THE SCANNERANDNOH-SCANNERAT THE SAMETIME. THE DATA IS NOT
MIXED, BUT OUTPUTAS,SEPARATE MAJORFRAMESWITH THE CONVENTION
THATTHE SCANNERWILL ALWAYSBE DESIGNATEDAS "STATION A" AND
THE NON-SCANNERAS "STATION Bn •
EQUIVALENCE(IFRAMCl),ISCANC99),CHFRAM(1 ),NSCAN(43»









DATA IDIGB.NDIGB/7777B,7777BI !DIGB START VALUES(SCANNER,NON-SCAN
DATAMl,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6/177760B,17B,1774008,377B,170000B,777 781
DATA I815.1B14,IB13,IB12/1000008,40000B,20000B,10000BI
DATA IND/l,ll.1',2,3,ll,ll,l',4,l',5,6,l',7,1',1',1',8,9,10 , 12* 111








LUT=LOGLUCIDUM) JGET LU.OF OPERATOR'S TERMINAL '.









4 C PROGRAMTIP IS DESIGNED TO READ TIP (TIROS INFORMATION
5 C PROCESSOR) DATATAPES AND EXTRACTER8E INSTRUMENTDATA.
6 C IT WILL REFORMATTHE'ERBE DATA IN A FORMCOMPATABLEWITH



















































PAGE. 2 TIP OPTS: LVI 4: 15 PM ldED., 23 JAN. I 1'385
!INDICATES NON-SCANNER
.JSCANNER~ILL ALWAYS~8E STATION A
INON-SCANNERWIll ~lWAYS8E STATION 8
!iNITIAlIZE 'MAJORFRAMECOUNTERCSCAHNER)
!INITIALIZE MAJORFRAMECOUNTERCHON-SCANNER
. IVAC FLAG (SET TO ZERO)
!VALID DATAFLAG (SET TO 1 FOR VALID)
!VAC FLAG FOR NON-SCANNER
IVALID DATAFLAG NOH-SCANNER
WRI TEeLUTI 1002 )
FORMATC"ENTERTEST PROCEDUREFOR NOH-SCANNERCt2CHAR)'I)





FORMATe"ENTER INITIALS OR NAMEC6CHARACTERS)")































































































































































FORMAT(" MOUHTSOURCETAPE ON DYLONTAPE UNIT ~,I,
1" MOUNTDESTINATIONTAPE ON HP TAPE DRIVE" ,I,







FORMAT<II Ei;HEi;J II )
GOTOl
WRITE(LUT,1998)IOS,NAM






FORMAT(" END OF INPUT TAPE, ENTERGO TO CONTINUEWITH ANOTHER",I











NMF=O !NEED TO SEARCHFOR MF=O&STARTOVER
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.































































JB=JBUF(7~K) ITHE7TH WORDOF EACHTIP MINORFRAMEFREQUENTLY
CONTAINSONE OR MORE"DIGITAL B" BIT VALUES
GOTOC900,901,902,903,904,905,906,907,908,909,910)
1IHDCNODCM-1,32)+1) !THIS COMPUTEDGOTOWILL SELECT T~E APPROPRIATE
ACTION ACCORDINGTO'THE MINORFRAMENUMBER.
THE "IHD" ARRAYIS INITIALIZED WITH A DATASTATEME~
ANDUSED TO DIRECT THE TRAFFIC AS THE MINORFRAMES
ARE PROCESSED. THE PATTERNREPEATS EVERY32 MINOR
FRAMES, ANDTHEREFORETHE MODULUSEXPRESSION
IN PARENSWILL EVALUATETO ONE OF THE 32 VALUES
FOR WHICHTHERE IS A ENTRY IN "IND". ONLY11
BRANCHESARE NEEDEDTO HANDLEALL CASES BECAUSE
THEREARE A NUMBEROF MI~OR FRAMESWHICH·00 NOT
HAVEDIGITAL B DATA. SO "INO" HAS 32 ENTRIES IN
IT, BUT ONLY 11 DIFFERENT VALUES.


















NBIT=10 . IPED STANDBYHTR PWR(SCANNER)
IDIGB=IPOKECIDIGB~NBIT,IAND(JB,IB12»
GOT0910






NBIT=2 ISC PULSE LOADBUS B
10 I GB=IPOKE(IDI Ga~ usrr. IAND(JB; IB14»
GOT0910
HaIT=O !SC INSTR POWER
A-43
































































NBIT=O !NS INST PWR
HDIGB=IPOKE(NDIGB~HBIT,IANDCJB,IB15»
NBIT=1 !NS PULSE LOADBUS-A
NDIGB=IPOKECNDIGB,HBIT,IANOCJB,IB14»





NBIT=10 !HS·PED STDBYHTR PWR
NDIGB=IPOKE(HDIGB,HBIT,IAND(JB,IB1S»
IFRAM(2.M)=IDIGB JUPDATETHE SCANNERDIG B WORD
NFRAM(2.M)=NDIGB IUPDATE-THENON-SCANNERDIG B WORD












































































FORMATe" EHTER 1 TO START OR CONTINUESAVING DATA"
1" -1,'TO STOP· PROGRAM",1,























FORMATe"ERROR#",15," ON TAPE FILE")
STOP
END
FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834·REV.2130 (810716)
ECHO",
, I,
>te* NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:13042
A-45
COMMON:(NOt~E)
























THIS FUNCTIONWILL STASH A ZEROOR ONE(~CCORDIHG TO'THE VALUE
OF IBIT) IN THE WORDIWORDAT BIT POSITION NBIT,
NBIT CAN BE ANVNUMBERFROM0 TO 15. IBIT CANBE 0 (ZERO) OR
NON" ZERO, A ZERO WILL CAUSEONEBIT OF IWORDTO.BE SET TO ZERO.
A NONZERO VALUEWILL.CAUSEONE BIT OF IWORDTO BE SET TO ONE.
DATAMM~NN,JJ/177777B/077777B,100000BI
IFCNBIT,EQ.1S)THEN
MAS=NN" !IF NBIT IS 15, SELECT MASK'NN'
ELSE
MAS=MM-2**NBIT lOTHERQISE, CONSTRUCTA MASK
ENDIF
IPOKE=IANDCIWORD,MAS) !GRABALL THE BITS EXCEPTTHE ONE MASKEDOFF
IFCIBIT.EQ.O)RETURN !IF IBIT IS ZERO, THE JOB IS DONE.
IFCNBIT.EQ.15)THEH
IPOKE=IOR(IPOKE,JJ) !IF REPLACING15TH BIT, USE MASK'JJ'
ELSE




FTH4X COMPILER: HP92834 REY,2130 (810716)




PCM is a form~t conversion program. It is designed to read
ERBS data tapes generated by Goddard during spacecraft passes and
convert the data into an HP-lOOO compatible format for data
analysis.
A-47
PAGE FTN. . OPTS: LYI 4:53 PM WED" 23 JAN., 1985
PCM IS A FORMATCONVERSIONPROGRAM, IT IS DESIGNEDTO
READERBS DATATAPES GENERATEDBY GODDARD URING












FORMAT("MOUNTSOURCEON DYLON, DEST ON HP DRIVE")
IBUFC1)=11 ! TRWRECORDTYPE 11 <PCMDATA)
WRITEeLUT,1000) .




FORMATe"IS THIS TEST IN VACUUM?(YIN)" )
READCLUT,1003)IANS
FORMAT<A1)
1BUF(14)= 0 ! DEFAULTIS VACUUM
IFCIANS.EQ.1HN) IBUF(14)=1 ! AIR
WRITEeLUT,1004)
FORMATe"EHTERTEST CONDUCTOR'SINITIALS <6 CHARS)")






READCLUT, 1001 HBUFe20), IBUF(21 ) .
WRITECLUT,1007)





































































PAGE 2 PCM OPTS: LYI 4: 53 PM (JED" 23 JAN., j 985
! MI NORFRA~1E #
! DIG B
FOR THIS SPOT


























































FORMAT("END-OF INPUT TAPE, ENTERGO TO CONTINUE",/,







LPOS=8 ! FIRST SCANNER DATA IS IN UPPER BYTE
1100=1*100 + 1 ! POINTS TO BEGINNINGOF OUTPUTMINORFRAME
K=13 + (1-1 ).94 ! INDEXTO BEGINNINGOF SCANNERDATA
IBUFCI100)= NBUF<K-12) ! MAJORFRAMENUMBER
IBUF<11 00+1) = ISHFT<IANO<NBUF<K-11),MSKL(S»,-S)
IBUFCII00+20) = IANO<NBUF(K-1),MSKR(S»
IBUFCll00+69) = 0 ! NO ANALOGAVAILABLE
I8UF(I100+98)= 1753638 ! SYNC WORD
IBUF<Il00+99)= 40B ! SYNC WORD
IBUF(I100+79) = IAND<ISHFT<IAND(HBUF(K-1),1'1SKR(S»,S), .
1 ISHFT(IAND<HBUFCK),MSKL(S»,-S» ! ANALOGTELEMETRY
IBUFCI100+4S) = NBUF<K+(3) ! TIME CODEDATA
IBUF<I100+49) = NBUF<K+(4) ! TIME CODEDATA
I~UF(I100+S0) = NBUF(K+7S) ! TIME CODEDATA
DO 90 J=',10 INSTRUMENTMINOR-FRAMELOOP
LF=IMF(J)+Il00 START LOC-IN IBUF FOR MINORFRAME
LL=LF+7 STOP LOC IN IBUF FOR SCANNERDATA-




























PAGE 3 peM.. OPTS:LYI
..
4: 53 .PM WED., 23 . JAN., 1985'
. 112 . I BUFC3 )=NSE'CS








J21 101 0 FORMATe"ERRORTRYING TO OPEN INPUT TAPEIt )
J22 STOP
123 1998 WRITECLUT,1011)







131 5000 FORMAT(" OUTPUTERROR#:",15)
J32 STOP
133 98 lJRI TE<LUT, 1012 )
134 1 012 FORMAT(" ERROR.READING IHPUT TAPEIJ )
135 STOP
136 END
FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (8f0716)
** NO WARNINGS** . NO ERRORS** PROGRAM: 6187'
A-50
COMMON:(NONE)
































FUNCTIONIBITS IS USED TO EXTRACTVALUESEITHER WITHIN DATAWORDS
OR BETWEENOVERLAPPINGDATAWORDS.
. DIMENSIONIHP(2)





















FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REY.2130 (810716)
** HO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-51
129 COMMON:(HONE)
5 FTN. OPTS: LYI -~:53'PM WED., 23 JAN., 1985
168 BLOCK DATA
169 CONMONINSKIMSKR(16),NSKL(16)
170 DATA MSKR/1,3,7,17B,37B,778, 177B,377B,777B, 1777B,





FTH4X COMPILER: HP92834 REY.2130 (8f0716)




Program ERB is designed to convert ERB data in all
experiment format to ERB data formatted like TRW BeU tapes with
scanner and/or non scannner major frames. Scanner, if present,
will always be' on station A. Non scanner, if present, will
always be on station B.
A-53












































FORMAT(nIF TAPE FILE IS LONG, YOUMAYWANTTO INSERT BLANK",











PROGRAMERBS IS DESIGNEDTO CONVERTERBS DATAIN ALL
EXPERIMENTFORMATTO ERBS DATAFORMATTEDLIKE TRWecu
TAPES WITH SCANNERAND/ORNON SCANNERMAJORFRAMES. .
SCANNER, IF PRESENT, WILL ALWAYS-BEON STATION A.

























































PAGE 2 . ERB OPTS: LVI 4:24 PM WED., 23 JAN., 1985
!SCANNERWILL AlWAYS~SEST~TIO~A
!HON-SCANNERWILL ALWAYS"BE STATION B
IIHITIALIZEMAJOR FRAMECOUNTERCSCANNER)
!INITIALIZE MAJORFRAMECOUNTER(NOH-SCANNER)
!VAC FLAG (SET TO ZERO)
!VALID DATAFLAG (SET "TO 1 FOR VALID)









FORMAT("ENTER INITIALS OR NAMEC6tHARACTERS)")





















FORMATe"MOUNTSOURCETAPE ON DYLONT~PE UNIT"",I,
1" MOUNTDESTINATIONTAPE ON HP TAPE DRIVE" ,I,

































































































































































FORMAT(U HR MIN SEC NMSEC DAY YEAR",li6IS)
IRET=O .
WRITE(UHIT=LUOUT;ERR=8a,IOSTAT=IOS)ISCAH .
IRET=1 I IRET IS USED TO DETERMINEWHICHWRITE WAS
























FORMATe"MOUNTTAPE WITHWRITERING ~ TYPE G:TO Goe A TOil,
A-56

































CALL OPENF(IDCIIERR , 8 )
IFCIERR.GE,O)COT01491
WRITECLUT,1490)IERR





















FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834REV.2130 (816716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM: 1653
A-57
COMMON:(Not~E)
















FTH4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NOWARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-58
46 CONt-lON:(t~ONE)














FTN4X COMPILER: HP9283~ REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-59
28 COMMON:(NOt·IE)





































FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)

















































































IPAKC2, I )=IBUFC2) ! II
IPAKC3,I)=IBUFC3) '"
IPAKC4,I)=IBITS<IBUF(13)~S,16) NON SCANNERDrG A
IPAKCS,I)=IBITSCIBUF<14),8,12) SCANNERDIG A
IPAK(6,I)=IBITSCIBUFC1,5),l,2,12) SCANNERDIG A
IPAKC7,I)=IBITSCIBUF(34),S,12) !SCANNER DIG A
IPAK( 8,I)=IBITS(IBUF(3S),12,12) ! SCANNERDIG A




IPAKC13,I)=IBITSCIBUF(S9),8,12) ! SC~NNER DIG A
IPAKC14,I)=IBITSCIBUF(60),12,12) ! SCANNERDIG A
IPAKC15,I)=IBUF(62) ! NONSC. DIG' A ( STARTS MNF~ 3, T~EN EVERY 4TH)
IPAK(16,I)=IBITScIBUF(74),8,12) ! SCANNERDIG A
IPA~(17,I)=IBITS(I8UF(7S),12,12) ! SCANNERDrG A
IPAKC1S,I)=IBITS(IBUF(77),16,S) ! SCANNERANALOGTELE.
IPAKC19,I)=IBITSCIBUFC77),S,S> I SC ~ NOH-SC ANALOGTEL.
IPAKC20,I)=IBITS(IBUF(7S),16,S) I SC ~ NON SC DIG B
IPAKC21,I)=IBITSCIBUF(98),16,12) ! SCANNERDIG A















































~TN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REY.2130 (810716) .
**INP **WARNING68 DETECTEDAT LINE 311
READIT SHORTENEDTO READT
**
1 WARNING ** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-62
410 COMMO~I: (HONE)
PAGE 1 0 FTN. OPTS: LYI 4t24 PM WED., 23 JAN., 1985
312 SUBROUTINE TIMCIBUF)
313 DIMENSION IBUF(100) .
314 COMMONITIMSI NMSEC~HSEC,HMIN,HHR,NDAY,NYR
315 NDAY=ISHFTCIANDCIBUFC1 )11 ),13) ! GET MSB OF DAY












=TN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-G3
118 COMMON:(NOt-lE)















































=TN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2t30 (8t0716)
**START **WARNING6S DETECTEDAT LINE 350
READIT SHORTENEDTO READT
**
WARNING ** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-64 .
59 COMt'10N:(NONE)










































I BUF<J )=LBUF(I )
CONTINUE
M=M+l
I F<t1 . GT.S )M=1
RETURt~
I.JRI TE( LUT, 101 )I OS
FORMAT(" ERRORI ",15," READINGTAPE")
RETURN
l.dRI TE( LUT, t 02 )
FORMAT(" EOF ON TAPE")
RETURN
END
FTN4X COMPILER: HP92BJ4 REV.2130 (810716)
**READIT**WARNING68 DETECTEDAT LINE 376
READIT SHORTENEDTO READT
** WARNING ** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-65
132 COMMON: (NONE)













FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** HO ERRORS ** PROGRAM:(HONE) COt'1~1ot~: (HONE)
BLOCKCOMMONTIMS SIZE: 6
BLOCK COMMONSTAT SIZE: 15321
A-66















































































:TN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REY.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS.** PROGRAM:
A-67
264 COMMON:(NONE)
FTN. OPTS: LVI 4:24 PM WED.• 23 JAN.• 1995
429 SUBROUTINEDIGB(IDIGB.HDIGB.I34.135,I36>
430 DATAL34.L35.L36/3*177777BI
431 IF(I34.NE.L34) CALL S34(IDIG8.134)
432 IF(I35.NE.L35) CALL S35(IDIGB.NDIGB,I3S)






;TH4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS ** PROGRAMI
A-68
41 COMI'10N: (NONE)






444 DATA JPOS/8,9, 8.9 I
445 END
FTH4X COMPILERt HP92834 REY.2130 (810716)
** . NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS ** PROGRM1: cNONE) COMI'10N:<NONE)
BLOCKCOMMONBITS SIZE: 28
A-69·



















FTH4X COMPILER: HP928J4 REV.2tJO (810716)
** NO WARNINGS ** HO ERRORS ** PROGRAM:
A-70
36 COMMOH:(NOt~E)
PAGE 18 FTNi OPTS: LYI 4t24 PM WED.,. 23 JAN., 1985
















. FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834 REV.2130·CSf0716)
























FTH4X COMPILER: HP92S34 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-72
36 COMMON:(NONE)



































FTH4X COMPILER: HP928~4 REV.2130 (810716)
** NO WARNINGS** NO ERRORS** PROGRAM:
A-73
COMMON:(HONE)









FTN4X.COMPILER: HP92834 REV,2130 (810716)
** .NO WARNINGS** NOERRORS** PROGRAM:(NOHE) COMMON: (NONE)
BLOCKCOMMON SK SIZE: 32
A-74
























THIS FUNCTIONWILL RETURNA ZERO OR ONE <ACCORDINGTO THE VALUE
OF IBIT) IN THE WORDIPOKE AT BIT POSITION NBIT.
NBIT CAN BE ANYNUMBERFROM0 TO 15. 18IT CANBE 0 (ZERO) OR
NONZERO. A ZERO WILL CAUSEONEBIT OF IWORDTO.BE SET TO ZERO.
A NOHZERO VALUEWILL CAUSEORE BIT OF IWORDTO BE SET TO ONE.
DATAMM,NN,JJ/177777B,077777B,100000BI
IF(HBIT.EQ.1S)THEN
MAS=NN !IF NBIT IS 15, SELECT MASK'NN'
ELSE
MAS=MM-2**NBIT 'OTHER~ISE, CONSTRUCTA MASK
ENDIF
IPOKE=IANDCIWORD,MAS) !GRABALL THE BITS E~CEPT THE ONE MASKEDOFF
.IFCIBIT.EQ.O)RETURH !IF ISIT IS ZERO, THE JOB IS DONE.
IF(NBIT.EQ.15)THEH
IPOKE=IORCIPOKE,JJ) !IF REPLACING15TH BIT, USE MASK'JJ'
ELSE




FTN4X COMPILER: HP92834· REY.2130 (810716)
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